
THE SUN
Once upon a time there existed a place where everything was fantasy, that is, nothing was real. In 

this place lived a fairy named Light. She was a different fairy, she spent all the time watching the 

world around her. Unlike the other fairies she wondered the why of things, and she didn’t accept an

“I don’t know” for an answer.

One day she reads about a palace that has all the answers of these questions. Light starts 

searching where this palace is, but she can’t find any maps about where is the palace.

She decides to go to the house of the most ancient fairy in the village. The ancient fairy says to 

Light that he tried to reach that palace in the past, but he couldn’t do it. He gives to Light one map 

that he found when he tried to find the palace and she was four days trying to understand the map.

When she found the solution of the map she decides to go in search of the palace.

Light was one week searching for the palace and when she arrives at the cross that the map 

indicates, it was a very big field, the palace isn’t here. She was very disappointed and unhappy but 

when she was turning to go to the village, she presses a botton made of rock. Next starts 

appearing stairs to the sky. The fairy starts climbing up the stairs, and finaly she reaches the 

palace. Now the fairy goes every day early in the morning, and comes home at last hours of the 

day.

This is the story why we have got sun, when the fairy is in the palace reading with the light turned 

on, here it is sunny; and when she comes home, the light is turned off and it is night.

1- Why was Light different?

2- What is the explanation for day and night according to this story?

3- How much did you like the story? Give a mark from 1 to 5 (1 is the minimum and 5 the 
maximum)


